The magnitude of discomfort glare has often been evaluated using the de Boer rating scale. This note raises doubts about measuring discomfort glare this way. There is a possibility that the presence of discomfort may be a false alarm because this rating scale forces an opinion and/or because the response scale does not include a 'no glare' option. Further, there is a possibility that response variance is increased through uncertainty over the meaning of the magnitude descriptors. Actions that will reduce the likelihood of such distortions occurring are suggested.
Observations and recommendations
Discomfort glare is the form of glare that causes discomfort without necessarily impairing the visibility of objects; it is not well understood and there is no proven cause. 1 The degree of discomfort experienced is a quantitative subjective assessment. Such assessments are prone to significant bias associated with the stimuli experienced, the procedure for recording the observer's response and the observer's behaviour. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] This bias can lead to disagreement between studies using different stimuli and procedures and may be one factor contributing to slow progress in understanding discomfort glare. Furthermore, some elements of discomfort glare evaluation may lead to discomfort being indicated in situations when it is not present.
According to recent guidance 'the current state-of-the-art for assessing discomfort glare is the use of subjective rating scales, such as the de Boer (1967) scale, commonly used to assess vehicular headlamp glare and glare from outdoor lighting.' 7 de Boer rating employs a nine-point response scale that observers use to describe the magnitude of the discomfort according to descriptors attached to the oddnumbered points. One example of the de Boer scale uses the following magnitude descriptors: 1 ¼ Unbearable, 3 ¼ Disturbing, 5 ¼ Just permissible, 7 ¼ Satisfactory, 9 ¼ Just noticeable. 7, 8 de Boer scales have been used in two studies associated with glare from outdoor lighting, 8, 9 six studies of headlamp glare, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and one study of glare from a miner's cap lamp. 16 A de Boer-like scale has been used in three studies of interior lighting. [17] [18] [19] Other studies have used something other than a nine-point de Boer-like scale: Three have examined glare and display screens using response ranges of four, five or six points, [20] [21] [22] two have examined daylight glare using a four-point scale, 23, 24 and three have used abstract conditions to examine involuntary physiological responses to glare using a 10-point scale 25, 26 or an analogue scale. 27 The de Boer and de Boer-like scales show a number of ambiguities. First, the minimum discomfort that can be recorded is 'Just noticeable': The observer is forced to at least acknowledge the presence of glare and is not given the option of stating that glare is not at all apparent. This is common in many studies. 8, 11, 12, 14, 24 Geerdinck 18 suggests that most rating scales have tended to measure discomfort glare on a scale that ranges from mild to extremely annoying: 'mild' discomfort may indicate that the discomfort is slight or minor but that is not the same as an absence of discomfort. This situation may unintentionally force respondents to report a stimulus to be uncomfortable when that is not the case. This, in turn, may lead to a datum which forces the magnitude of discomfort with other stimuli to be overestimated. Furthermore, the act of asking for ratings of the level of glare may itself prompt participants to evaluate an item they may otherwise have not chosen to evaluate or considered to be relevant as has been found in studies of perceived safety. 28, 29 Some studies using a rating scale to measure discomfort do give the option of a no-glare response, e.g. by replacing just noticeable with unnoticeable. 6 and thus these need to be clear and unambiguous.
Another ambiguity with the de Boer scale is whether the judgements are made according to comfort or acceptance. Geerdinck 18 used ratings of acceptance and comfort, both rated using nine-point scales ranging from highly uncomfortable (or unacceptable) to highly comfortable (or acceptable). The results indicated a significant difference between comfort and acceptance in those conditions where glare was expected to be more uncomfortable although they did not suggest a difference when glare was of a lower magnitude. One conclusion drawn from this is that preventing glare does not necessarily result in comfortable lighting. What is needed is an understanding of participants' interpretation of rating scale magnitude descriptors and whether these match the experimenter's intended interpretation. What might be useful is to use language which is less open to misinterpretation than the typical de Boer labels, such as the Vos nine-point rating scale 31 in which the odd-numbered points are
25 labelled the extreme end of their scale as 'could not avoid closing eyes' which might be a less ambiguous label than unbearable.
Clear definitions of the meanings of each descriptor might help reduce confusion but this appears to have been done in only a few studies [20] [21] [22] and these three were associated with glare and display screens. Osterhaus and Bailey 20 used a four-point scale with response labels defined as imperceptible, noticeable, disturbing and intolerable. They suggested that the borderline between imperceptible and noticeable was the changeover point where glare discomfort would be first noticed. In their definition, this criterion would be equivalent to a very slight experience of discomfort that could be tolerated for approximately one day when placed at someone else's workstation. The borderline between noticeable and disturbing glare was defined as discomfort that could be tolerated for 15 to 30 minutes, but that would require a change in lighting conditions for any longer period. The borderline between disturbing and intolerable glare was defined as the turning point where one would no longer be able to tolerate the lighting conditions. Rodriquez and Pattini 22 also used duration-related descriptors.
Rating scales for measuring discomfort glare have used variations in the number of points in the response range, including 10-point, 25 ,26 the typical nine-point de Boer scale, five-point, 22 four-point 20, 23 and three-point scales. 30 There is some evidence that the number of response points in a rating scale can affect the outcome, although this is not conclusive. While Monfared 3 found significant differences in ratings of thermal comfort using four-, five and seven-point response ranges and Dawes 32 found significant differences in price consciousness when using rating scales with five, seven and ten points, in other studies the effect was not found to be significant.
33,34
Geerdinck 18 did not find a significant difference in ratings of acceptance and comfort when using either a nine-point rating scale or a dichotomous (yes/no) response, but this may be because the small sample size (n ¼ 21) was too small to reveal an effect. 35 Further data are desirable to determine if response range affects evaluation of glare.
Null condition trials are employed in two-alternative forced-choice tasks to investigate the magnitude of bias -if the two stimuli observed are identical, then the distribution of votes should be identical for both. In a singleinterval task such as rating the discomfort experienced with a single visual scene, one form of control is to seek repeated ratings for the same scene to investigate whether the same response persists. This does not appear to be common practice which is unfortunate because the results of studies using rating 12 and adjustment 20 procedures indicate there may be a change in response with time, possibly associated with a learning effect 13 or time of day. 36 In summary, the issues discussed here raise doubts about the validity of measuring discomfort glare using a rating scale such as the de Boer scale. There is a possibility that the presence of discomfort may be a false alarm because this rating scale forces an opinion and/or because the response scale does not include a 'no glare' option. There is also a possibility that response variance is increased through uncertainty over the meaning of magnitude descriptors.
It was pointed out in 1982 that there has been little discussion about the calibraton of observers' responses when using rating scales, these having the potential to be influenced by a variety of parameters some of which may be superfluous to the task at hand, and that this can lead to erroneous interpretation of how people perceive a stimulus. 6 This situation does not appear to have improved: There is still insufficient understanding of discomfort ratings. Some authors state they are aware of the problems but carry on to use de Boer anyway 8, 16, 22 ; for example, 'Despite all of these difficulties, using ratings such as the De Boer scale is recognised presently as the best and most reliable method for measuring discomfort glare.' 8 Despite this potential for uncertainty, the findings are used to create complex equations. 17, 37 In further studies using rating scales to evaluate discomfort I recommend that visual scenes are observed in a random order of presentation, that the magnitude descriptors are defined, that there is a clear option to indicate when there is no sensation of glare, that a null/control condition is included and that a second method is used in parallel, similar to CIE recommendations for evaluation of spatial brightness. 2 Definition of a standard set of conditions in order to calibrate a person's responses 6 would allow comparison between studies.
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